Tis The Season Pop Up
~Quilt Doodle Designs, By Cindy Staub~

You will need:
#140 Tis The Season Pattern
FQG122 Stacking Pop-Up Pattern
FQG123 Medium 8” Spring Refill

Visit us on Pinterest!
FQ-Gypsy-Pop-Up-ideas

thefatquartergypsy.com ~ quiltdoodledesigns.com
Materials for Pop-Up front:
  Heat n bond lite, 6-black buttons, 3-red buttons
  Fabric in the following colors- brown, white, cream, red

Directions:

Make three ‘Tis the Season 8 ½” blocks

From background fabric cut:
  (2) 1-1/2” x 8-1/2” strips for sashing between the blocks
  (1) 1-1/2” x 26-1/2” for along the bottom of the block section

Sew sashing strips between blocks, press to strips. Add bottom strip, press to strip. Sew on buttons for eyes and noses. Make a yo-yo for the pom-pom on Santa’s hat.

Final size: 9-1/2” x 26-1/2”.

Replace the “Outer Fabric rectangle” in the Cutting Instructions with the pieced section. Apply stabilizer after piecing the blocks and strips together. Assemble Pop-Up using FQG122 Stacking Pop-Up pattern.

Cut ties from inside fabric.